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HOUSING UNDER CAPITALISM
B3! S

~

HILYL

Housmcr and slum clearance have been front page news since the
beginning of the New
En 1933 we read:
PUBLIC W O R K S ~ & ~ T I O N
MAPS WAR ON
SLUMSBEGINS s m FOR LOW PRTCED HOMES

fn 1934:

I-

SHORTAGE OB HABITABLE DWELLINGS IN U. S.

LPUT AT 5M3000
-Relief Program announas:
And today th
U. S. PROMISES MILIONS FOR HOUSING

During this period of two yms, any number of oofficial, d&dial and unofficial housing plans bave been described in the newapapers, the magadm and the radio to the increasing ulnfusion of
the average person, to say nothing of the experts themselves. So
many plans were f d t e d and so much c l k w i o n gws on about
bave no clear idea of what the schemes
what, if anything, they have accomplW. D m
mple, know bow many slum districts have been
demolished in his vicmity or evea whether any housing bm actuaIty
been built in accordance with the promises of the headhe? Does
the building €rides worker, the V t e r and the pIumber, the
architect and a g h e e r , w h e income is vitally connected with tbe
c(3nstruction industry, know exactly what the different housing and
slum dearmce d e m e s hold in s h e for him? Just what is ['low cost
who decides who is to live in it and at what xent?
bornin@
And suppwe pne is unemp~oyed,as mZlim are, and -It
pay any
rent-wbat &en? Workers who live in the tenement flats of the
?
metropolis sr the wretched hovels of the industrial t m , and farmers w h o s e houses
~ ~are ~as truly alums as the worst
rmkerie of the Ma,must frequently sslr t h d v e s such questions.
great public interest in housing come about? The the current coneern w£th slum dearmce and low wt
fact is
housing @&a,
for very practical m,with the dwelopment

P

I
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snd intensification of the crisis. On
workem and
attack on their standard
farmers were beginnin% to resist th
of living. And on the other, the M h , the manufactmm of
construction materials and o h bitkksts who wete feeliug the
p k b of the depression, called upon & e ~ ~ t r a t i oforn aid. In
response to this pressure, Resident H m Sdt up, in 1931, a nationwide C d - c e
on Horn Building & Hame O w n d p to which
b invited over a thousand
businwvs men, social workers and
others. This Conference studied the
problem and issued a
report in r932 iudimting that at least 709.d the population was
hdquately housed, but it offered nu h d k # e solution.
When Roosevelt took offfce w l y In 1933, t.W United Stat& +&
on the brink of economic c&p&e. As -t
inmead and
Mvate industry proved unable to c o p with ~ L % b t i o nthe
, idea
of a federal public works program, with has a major part,
suggestad itself to the administration 8s the
best calculated
ne of his f11l~w
radio talLs the President told his audience &@)he sought "the
d t y of the mea, women and childrm of
d t y , " he said, "mvdved added laeanzl of pr
better homes
for the people of the nation." In other words, tlPe
g of homes
under the New DleaI was to be more than a kindly gesture to the
poorly-housed slum dwellers; this time it was to be,m important
part of the Recovery Rogram itself..

Hwkg P h
Broadly spaking, the various housing plans
tion of the public may be placed ia two
chiefiy of government plans (federal, state and m
p r d d y nimilar plans presented by
r d estate boards; and the other group
numerous civic bdies, liberal publications and trade Pd;tons.
The housing
of the Itmmelt ~ d m i d s d i o nhas two
- -program
main aspects:
MIk Kwh Pbm.This plan is based on
that
(I)
in tiof ddepressioo, with industrp
off and lraemphloyment
rising, it is the duty of the government to m&tt&et
of the crisis, various fwms of Sociaag useful public

fm

4

%cow

q e d d l y low-rental liembg which L sorely needed and for which,
it would seem to follow, &ere is a ready market.
( 2 ) The Real fitale & Mwtgoge Pkuh Tbis plan is quite
different from the k t a@ bas to do with the re-financing and
paranteeing of m o r e . Fts avowed objective is "to re-stablish
the gecurity and stabd mortgage investments and real-estate

values." '
The plans sponsored ~
~
o
norganizations
~ will,t for the
purposes of this study, be grouped under the heading of *
P
Utility Homing. The gdvocates of this form of housiag argue as
follows: In spite of t
k great need for d-t
housing for the 'lower
income groups,"
dhg industry, for one reason or another, has
done nothing a h
-for the p s t six years. Furthermore it is b
coming i n c r d g l '- ent that private builders have never provided adequate hwsing for the greatest section of the population.
Therefore,it is claimed, .the government must undertalte to supply
such housing on a permaawt basis at low rentals in much the same
m e r as it already provides education, roads, jire protection or

YE

water supply.

Tks Government Takes I n ~ o r y
ter housing and durn c l m c e campigm were
frequently hi
by swial workers and reformers who were
shocked by the m d i t i m they found in those areas. History, however, indicates that whenever anything was really done about clearing ?he slumq it
for much more material r&tsons; for example,
because of the fear, on the part of the better-housed, that pestilence
might spread from the hovels of the poor, or W a slum block
or two had become useful for c~~
or industrial purgoses, .or
even, as &&e ase of Tudor City in New York, for high&
apartments. h e current housing schemes are I W with still other
considerations, with the relief of unemployment, the revival of industry and, ip some instanws, with the economic security of the
worker-tend themselves. Nevertheless, while they are not the sole
factor, the fa@ c~tlcerningthe sub-standard farm and city homes in
which the majority of Amworkers must live, are still very
important iw in the current housing and slum clearschema
The most comprehensive and thorough survey of urban housing

bhptb

-
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y r a , m CWA workevertrddemknbpanyewntryww
ers in the Falt of 2934, Many of us wht~bad always been PV~Y
-ti&
of the mud advertised dugam about Amerian busing
standards, w m nevertheless unprepared for the startling facts disdosed by this survey. Even the eqem were shdced.
The survey, Known as the Red h p r Q Inventory (RPI) ' in-

1

duded6~eiti*,in&statesandmvend2,6~~,~~dnellimguoi
in 1,931,055 buildings. The number of people Living in thee wits
was g,o74,78r. Here are some figures ia prcentaga of the total
I
d t s investigated by the RPI:
I 7. r % are ovetcrowdd

&!

60.0% need repairs
-.
49.4% have no furnace or bofk
+

b v e no gas (for cooking)
h r r ~UO tubs Or S ~ O W ~
I 7.3% have no prhi\k indoor toilet
9.4% have no electricity
These are average figures. The conditions iyP&qnycitlq paxticuk l y small industrial and "company" towas, are'huch worse than
would seem to be indicated. For example, the g q g d average shows
that 24.5% of the dwellings a had no bathtub or&wer, but many
citie reported as high as 58% without such facfiti~aFurthermore,
these figures deal: with dwellings occupied by owliers and by tenants.
When only the tenant-occupied dwellin@ are considered, the conditions are even more wretched.
Commenting on theze government statistics of
cities and towns, a noted authority adds to the
SeveraI serious omissions appear in the survey from M d a l point of
Iview. No count bas been taken of dark rooms, oae
greatest of
housing evils, or of lot overcrowdbg.. CeUar and
tare not recorded as such. Another thing not shown by the WI, but which
those of us who know housing h o w eaiats, is the dampness that comes
from wall cracks, another accompaaiment.*
The Red Property Inventory aIso r e d some hcts about rent.
Of the approximately 3 million urban families inmmted, 78%
f i y less t h n $30 per month for rent mad 4%#ay &ss tkQlr $15
p n m&h. Vacancia, incidentally, numbered 204,227 or i r % of
the total. In Peoria, Illinois, a typical city, rents bad w
i
n
e
d 24%
since 1929. But during the same p i a d , the
6
30.4%
24.5%

..

I
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tenads d e c k d 34% which meant, of course, that much less for
food and other necessities.
Slums are popularly d a t e d with urban centers. But another
government survey reveals that equally had or wow conditions are
to be found on the f a . According to this survey "the ordinary
farmhouse in the United States h a no telephone, no electric lights,
no running water." W b h the average farmhouse is crowded, u d taryJcold and almost at3rely witbout comforts or convenience, those'
occupied by tenant farmers and hre-croppem are often far below
the minimum standar& ordinarily set far animals. We cannot in this
pamphlet begin to itemize such Wing as l&y goofs, the m k e d
walk, the crumb@ foundations, and the damp, dirt floors. A few
Wei, however, d
l mirror the scene. Some 19.4% of owners' farmhouses were lighted by electricity but only 4.8% of tenant houses
were so lighted. Running water atas found in 2 1.8% of owners'
hauses and in only 7.2% of tenants'. The average house of tbe
American tenant h e r in 1930 "is worth 1- than $5m." Still
another sww* hi 1934 brings wen mare such facts to Iight; for
example, that abut 70% of all farm houses have unimproved
outdoor toilets.
It is not OF intention, nor is it necessary, at thisdate, to b i b e
f d m tbe '
badequate housing of the workers and farmers
of the e
hT"$'-=
government's own figures sperag doquently

'a

eaougll.

It is an indisputable fact that tbe results of the New Deal schemes
to date are far short of the promises made in ~933.
the housing task set for itself by the Administration?
What
Avowedly, it was Y o bake tke Wiati~rem s h dearawe and
cost kwhg pojecds in the interest of unempIu~entrelief a d
recovery." In addition it a h intended "to increase consumption by
i a r r h g # a w c h k g #maw, t o inrfiove stasdartis of labor, a d
otkwwka ra rehabilitate Mf~ftryand c o n s m e natwal resowces."
It must IM ~tatedimmediiately that not a single m e of these
objectives k been realieed. Government statistics &ow that the
purchasing&er of the average worker has diminished in the past
Unemployment, if not actually rising, has certainly not
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Nor have labor
conserved. And as for
been Improved or n a n d
public work and W g , little, if 811has been acoomplished.
Under the Housing Divbion of the PWA some $1a,ooo,ow has
km allotted at this writing writiPg seven private projects, only three or
't four of which are hi&& But even when they are dl completed,
the Administration will have to show for almast two years of housing
activity m
u accmww&tims for only 3,285 f a d /or the whole
c e y l Furthermoret aU seven projects are of the limited dividends
type which means that they ace built and owned by private corpratim to whid tbe PWA l
d the money* IS also mans that,
in spite of President Roosevelt's slogans? the rents are hi, much
higher than 9 out of xo employed workers w pay and =era1
times as high as the rents which slum dwellers somehow still manage
to aftord. The Woodside and XIillside Projects ,inNew York City,
room per rn~n&,~and the Hwiery
for m p l e , will charge $I r
Workers projed in P h W p h i a is already
$9 to $10
per room or about $50 per month for a five-room aptmmt.
In addition to these private, liited-dividends pqjpcts, the FWA
vaguely planned to engage in direct-gwernment homhg. In W o k
of 1933, Administrator Ickes, in an offidal statement, Iauncling this
aspect of the program, said,

.

Our experience of the last three months indicates clearly that we may
not depend qm private enterprise or limited dividend brporations to
initiate comprehensive low-cost housing and slum dear&nce~iects.

b.
b

L

I

I

I

In spite of the Administrator's have statement
how govern- ' I
m a t (federa1 and municipal) was going to "build,
and sell"
dwellings to workers of low h m e , we read in the New P rk Tinres
of May 4 that in this connectim "only the small sum of seven
million dollars has been spent and tbh largely for laad p u p ~ h u s . ~I~
This in the face of the Housing Division's own admissin that ..
6,m,000 nm-farm and s,ooo,cca farm dPPeltings a e "def~nitely +
sub-standard, the tm constituting over 3696 of our t&$l housing."

?

Facts Smk W than Program

i
I!

1

beell "relieved" whwl at least r2
and over zo million perare oa

When President R m e l t took oi€m,
the Udtcd States had fallen from d q t

8

*

in 193% Despite this tremendous drop of over p%,
d y $r ~oyooo,ooo,an a h d y insignihnt sum, was set aside for
housing under the PWA. Today, evwr this mall sum remains largdy
unexpended. In New York City, residentid construction in 1928
amounted to $ 3 o o , o q , The PWA however, "earmarked" only
$ag,wo,ooh, for New 9ork housing and slum clearance and to date,
two years later, only a handful of decrepit buildings have been torn
down and ltod a single Cmp-rentd dwelling has been erected.
Many excuses are orrered for this diminutive result of the Housing
Program. It is said, for example, that the administration of the Homing Division is to blame or that real estate and the mortgage investment interests, f e d a g government competition, stepped in to thwart
$300,000,000

the President.
Our f i g u r ~ bowever,
,
show that, sooner or lalater, the private
limited dividends projects of the PWA will have produced homes
(at high rentals) for only 3?285 families. And, as for the much
publifederal and municipal projects, it k quite safe to say that
they will yield wiry few more. But even if we assume that the entire
$r501000,mootigindIy allocated for "low-cost" housing, had been
spent, it would still have constructed only about 50,000 homes in
the whole c ~ t r y Compare
.
this with the estimate made recently
by the N m ' ~ o r k
City Housing Authority that iff New York Cidy
done, 5r6,& PumdweIling families "rue condemned to lives
of squalor and degradatia," and that it would cost at least
a$r,5capoo,oooor ten times the amount appropriated fat the whole
country, to provide decent housing for them in that dty.
Of course, the realty interests are afraid of a genuine law-rend
housiag program which would cut into their profits. But tbe record
shows v a y plainly that the real state boards and the mortgage
btitutionp did not have to oppose the New Deal housing program
because tlbi AdmiDiiatim never d y intended to compete with
thm. And, in view of thh obvious fact, how a n we Meve that the
s o d l e d "failure" of the housing program was due to the poor
leadership in the Pubtic Works Administration?
But if t
k
t is the mq,why did the Administration go to such
troubre to set up a Housing Division in the PWA and give it h m t
daily p u b w in the press and on the radio? The answer to this
q ~ t i o n ~ a clear
e s when we understand that not all of the
9

#&ww>&hw*
1 . 4 .

I

~.l[nthe~~diw'@d+te~dmaadreIieving
th
b a m l r s o f @ ~ m a @ & p , ~ ~ t ~ ~ t a c t s d q u i ~
with peat
The homing md dum dearprogram did
p # i d y nothing to m
d
e better
for the people of the
-v
but it w e d very m d t l y to -&we the Administra-

-.

tion?~mivitia XD tbe nmqpge field.

..

'

Socbl Need vs. Mwk& Need
Why f &ere a d i e t between the social need for lowhousing and d m chamnee on the
mortgage-I
the banks, the h s m m cornand the
institutions an the otber?
The padtion of the banks on this questi~nis very simple.
an," they say in e M , "the statistics of the RPI abont the
s
h
w of habitable dwellin@ in the UniW Stam are
illtduating and the conditions
alsa tiizclthat many
vamnt and therefate, from our point of view, there is at thii time
no shorrage of d w d h g s but rather a surplus. C o y m e n
would simply destroy our profits and would work bmc
estate values."
We see then, that there is a vast d i f f m e between a s o c a s
for decent housing and the real estate w h e t wed. It does
matter to the mortgage
by two and even three
be able to pay the

IC!
.

IF

charity"; it is a matter of profits. Furthermare,
rhorrib to social workers and others, but many
Eindividuds and

the Hamilton Fishes,the banks, the very ddest and mast venerable
churches, the great universities, and even by the Citp f@elf?' And
we must not forget the shuns of small townsI d m p a n Y
housing" which is so *table
to the owners.
Commentiqg on this question, one newspapr o

m writea as

'

F

CO-CATE
HOUSING BATTLE
W d i w t m , D. C . 4 m rentals constitute the b a c k h e of many
mortgage structures. Some areas in New York's East Side, for instance,
am far more profitable to t
b p r o m y owners than many of the better
sections of the city. Everp time the PWA condemns land and erects
thereon a model tenemesG; it d be taking juicy rentals out of somc
landlord's pockets."

FAT SLUM- P

In practice the PWA has not worried these landlords one bit. In
fact, we might say that with the willing assistance of the Administration, the real estate inkre~tshave b e d out a very su&uI
ampaign of %rap redudodY in housing. Millions go hungry on the
inadequate relief all-,
while the big farmers and grain speculators reap huge p x o k from the subsidies and price manipulations
resulting from the plowing under of agriculturd crops. Tn the same
way, the big owners, the banks and other mortgagees, attempt to
maintain real estate values and dividends by reducing, practically
to zero, the production of dwellings. "We have had a powerful
leawn," said Andrew Stem at the recent convention of the National
Association of Bddhg Owners and Bdasagers, "ta show the wisdom
of preventing the erection of new buildings unless there is a defmite
need for them." By "need," Mr. Steers does not mean the "shortage
of h a b i e dwellin@ in the United State,'' which Secretary of
C o m a Ro&r puts at 5,ow,ooo. Of course, not. He is referring
only to the n d of the red estate market.
We o h w e here one of the many contradictions which occur
under the present sgstem. On the one hand there is the almost complete stagnation of the construction industry which, as the second
largest in the country, has thrown from three to five million workers
out of employment. Furthermore, it is generally admitted that without the & of building (in which residential construction is a
major fad& there can be no "recovery." But w the other hand
there are the all-powerful real estate and mortgage interests who
point out that their investments are endangered by competitive
housing m&mction. It is not surprising, therefore, that in spite of
the ballyBoqI literally nothing was accomplished by the PWA m
the way of @-rental housing and next to nothitlg about slum
clearance. BF giving the impression that s great deal was being
d m for W "low-income groups," the public works arm of the

Rekvhg tke Honw Danrer
In contrast to the dati.eXy d d inactive PWA Housing
Division which is doing its k t to appeat Eo be clearing slums and
rehousing warkers of low income, the Administration's agenda
involved in salvaging mortgage values are aumerous, energetic and
powerful. The first of these agencies is the Home Owners Loan Corporation which was set up by an Act of Congms in June 1933, "to
save the distressed urban home owner whose property is mortgaged
from losing it through fordomre." For this ptrrpose, it was provided
with a fund of $~,~o,ooo,wo.In April x934 another billioa was
voted by Congress, making available $~,ooo,om,ooo in all. The
'HOLC relieves the d i s t r d home owner in the following manner:
First, it giveg the mortgage holder (the bank) its g o d 4% negotiable bonds in exchange for the defadted nmtgage. Tbis old mortgage is then replaced by a new one, the net result af which is that
the home m w is now indebtd to the H O E instead of the bank.
John R. Fahey, President of the HOW, repm& that to date
about $~,wo,-,have k e n paid out to take over the mortgages
on nearly one million small homes, and that "more than 907% of tbis
money has gone to the commercial banks, savings b k s , insurance
companies, bdding and Ian associations and mortgpge companies
and bas had the effect of strengthening their mou$-m in a very
important way?'
It is signifiatnt that, despite the title of his o r v t i o n , Mr.
Fahey says nothing about the M t s to the home
Wen, the
truth is, there are A e . MWI, if an-g,
tlm poor i&
is even
worse off than he was before. His old mortgage usually required onIy
the payment of interest with no reduction of principal. The HOLC
mortgage, howww, involves not only a goad sized hterest charge,
but a regdm amorthtion of the principal. Mathew
man of the Consolidated Home and Fans
mittee, sent a s t a t m t to Resident k v e l t on
saying, "An investigation would &ow that
already granted were likely to default due

mj4

xa

hiat 5% h a t and fiftem-year atnorthtion impose an bufferable burdea on m y home &em.
Mr. Fahey's answer was prompt. The very next day he said, "A
few of the Carpration's hmowm are apparently under the mistaken notion that the HQU=intends to be unduly lenient." Threatening; immediate foreelmme, he went on to state that ('the HOW will
not permit the m
m (home owners) to take unfair advantage
of the generosity [!I of tbe government which has rendered them a '
great service." Carrying out its threat, the HOLC had, by August
1935,already foreclod almost a thousand homes. The government,
it will be. remembered, was much more leaient with big bankers like
General Dam, who defaulted on swwd mUims of dollars borrowed
from the RFC.
Representative U'Co~morof New Ymk, on the other hand, has
'Lgravedoubts" as to tbe advisability of extending the life and
p o r n of the Corparation, and naively cmnplaim that he is ''apeh i v e tbat some day we may wake up and find that financial
hstitutions have dipped into the Federal Trmuty and unloaded
milions of sour mortgaga on the Federd Government." Neverthek s t R m e l t has already signed a biu which expands the funds
of the -tim
by $r,~~o,ooo,ow.

'

'

.,

C

4 to HOLC'S

resources wil~incraase its ladins power to
When the program k completed the govmmmt will hold
a Jiea on one out of every four or five homes m the camtry.*
his

&,75o,ooo,oso.

This fact becomes meamhgful when we realh tbat 75% of the
mortgages on b o w in the United States are held by banks, d u r ance companies, mortgage associations, etc., and that these mortgages
constitute the major &are of the h t m e n t of these htitutlons.
Soon a h the crash of ~ 9 2 9 homes
,
were be@ foreclosed at the
2
r a t e o f a ~ a m o n t h . B u t w b a t d o h R n l r a d o w i t h ~ t ~ o f'.
foreclosed homes? Sower or later, tbey begin dumping them on the
red ntate market in order to remain soIvent thems?lves. On a large
scale, hommr, thii tends to further demoralixe their market. And
m,as the mi& depend, the rate of fordosure me untfi in 1933,
when Roowvelt took office,tbe h c i d institutions faced widespread
c&p.
.b!
ation, the President could have come to the -&a
In this
4

of^^^^^
mmw4Ppa-d
He did nothing of tlre
k'

a l t h o * ~ t r p ~ t o "

took over their defaulted mortgages and
and proiits. It did more than that. As Mr. Fabey put it in a. s t a t e
ment on July 12, 1934, $'Since the Home Owners I m n Act w
$1
d u e s throughout the country have stopped
1

Ir :'
e

Deal" a g m q is the Federal Farm Mortgage
Corporation. This corporation was organid to do for the distressed
f m e r what the HOW is d d y doing for his brother in the city.
ComquentIy, it is almmt urnto add that the $ 2 , 0 0 0 , ~ , 0 0 0
fund with which it was provided went to bail out the institutions
holding defaulted farm rnortgsges. h theory the FFMC, of come,
was g a ro aid the unfortunate small farmer. In practice, however,
it agsin happed that the banks and the modgage companies were
' L ~ h e e d out
l ' of a tight spot and the government becme the
largest farm rnin the country. The Romedt @nW&ation
has & d y proven itselfjust as hard a =editor as any &f the former
modgage holders. But the farmers, through the oqanhtion of
united action committees, United Farmerii League and locals of the
Holiday Amciation, are resisting the efforts of the government to
fordose their homes. Such resistance is beginning to 8pread to the
cities and sooner or later, there will be a
an the government's role in salvaging the investmenis of the banks & the
of the &M
hwne owner.

~~
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The N a # M (Anti-) E m Ac
We now come to
June 1934 under the
Act is Title I, popula
object was to induce hwne omem to borrow money for
by means of m intense national adcmpaip..
Administrator Moffett:
Approximately 16,~oo,ombuilding throughout the
of regairs and the country baa today a shortage of

%

x,sao,om homts.
survey 6gurw Barn that 5,m,om homa In the
United Stam lack even the commonat fadIities.lP
In spite of the admitted need, d in spite of the demands of the
bailding materids and camtmdim intmsb who were also trying
to chid into this govemmmt "reIief," the repair campaign 6ded
The reason was that Wns were made only to t h a home owners
who were good "economic" rislrs. But these owners bad always h e m
in a position to make their own repairs without the help of the
FIW, which insisted on charging the heavy interest rate of 8% to
9%. Apparently the parpose behind the "rawising" program was
to keep the complaining builders and the small dealers in s u p p h
quiet for a whiie aasl the rest of us confused. Administrator Moffett,
in answering ctiti&uns of tbe delay in getting the "renovisingF'
program under way, explained that this was only &he Nemergency"
section of the National Housing Act. The main and "long term"
thing to Be done, he said, LListo rehabilitate a large portion of the
$a~,ooo,ooo,oooworth of home mortgages now held by fiaaacial

'

'"

institutions."
But if that is the ease, what was the purpose of ga-g
all these
facts about the miserable conditions of the homes of the nation?
Aa Dr. Ernegt Fisher of the Department of Real Estate at the
University
explains it,
The prime t
b of the Tnventory facts by tbe Federal Housing Adminismtird~new basis for estimathg
tration wilI & the setting up of
lam risks.. .TINS a new day approach in mortgage leading. A day
which wiU see reduced to cold facts the making of any loan."
A day, in other words, which will e l i t e the risk that the
Ienders have taken in the past.

.

Rehering tke Mmtgafe Comptmbs

r

The ''longkrm" activities of the Federal Housing Administration
to wbicb Mr. MoBett referred, relate to the re-hancing and insuring of "economic" morteges. We have seen thd in the as of
defaulted ,@inprofitable) mortgam, the New Deal -tatingly
takes them off the hands af the Lending institutions through the
Home O w n e r g - h Corporation. But w h it corns to rrixommi~"
(pmfitable)portgases, the Raosevelt Administration leaves the field
to the b a a Accordingly, the FHA,unlike the HOW, does not deal

_
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directly with the idhidud home ownm or ~ b d d e r On
. tae
institutioxls,
contrary, it is one of the 4,000 or mme
now approved members ofthe A
,which dm the fading
and makes the profit. The FEA serves taerely to put the "economic"
stamp on the scheme by patauteeing its member banks and mortme companies q d m t IOSS?' After all, having liquidated so much
of their frozen assets, the admatratim very considerately wishes
to give the banks an opportunity to hmt them in an "economic"
manner and without the "guesswork" which, Professor F i w
explahd, would be eliminated by tbe government surveys.
The Federal Housing Administration has still another function,
and that is to provide "insurance for loans up to $ ~ o , o o o , meach,
to private, limited-dividends corporations planning low-rent housing
projects." Just what kind of housing is possible under the FHA
"economic" scheme is indicated by an account of the first project
to be so financed. It is a development involving a76 dwellirrg d t s
in a suburb of Washington, D*C. The apartments will be very fine,
but the "rentah are expected to rsnge from $37.50 to $62.50 per
month." The only difference between this type of housing project
and the wven projects undertaken by the Public W*
Administration is that the former is financed entirely by private capital wbich
is insured by the FHA, and the latter, by foam from the PWA.
In both types, rents will range between $8 and $15 per room per
month, or two and three time the amount which even the average
employed worker eaa m i b l y afford to p y .
In conclusion, it should be noted that the ~ t r a t i o n ' s
manipulations of the mortgage market may quite m b l y set off a
small speculative boom in the building Industry. But,
far as the
housing question is concerned, the important thing to
in mind
is that the Uniied States Governraent is today tke largest p d h t a t g
interest k tke comtnbry. Consequently, it is quite unlikely that it will
be willing to compete with itself and u p t tbe realty market through
clearing the slums and building low-rental dwellings.

'-I
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S~bsistenceEoraesterrdp
There is still another, dthough relatively minor, phase of the
New Deal housing program. This angle of the ques " is usually
referred to by reformers and by officials and intnested$ufacturera
1

q:
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as the "deoentraliea
o industry," but % more popularly, and
:.
more fittingly known a%subaiste~ce.
farming or homesLding.
Under the present Work ReIief program of the Administration,
the homestding idea is to be handed through the

,<.

Rural Rehabilitation Bureau, headed ly Rexford Tugwell. This agency aims to
remove destitute rural families and a h stricken city families from
the relief roUs and place them on a 44self-belp"or 9ubsi:stence farm
basis. Relief and other forms of public assistance are too expensive
for the big taxpayers. They upset the budget. Some other scheme
s
must be devised that will be less of a drain upon the treasury.
In spite of the "back-to-nature" and 'thome-and-fireside"ballyhoo
d
which surrounds the homesteading schemes, they involve serious,
antimial potentidih.
Under the Rural Rehabilitation Program, subsistence farmers will
get home and land from the government and will be obliged to pay
back every penny. They will be continuously in debt so &at the net
result of this scheme will be to force the stricken farmers and slum
dwellers to became veritable serfs to the feudal lord in the " d m t m h d " factory. Industry, of muse, is eager to take advantage of
the cheap l a w which is possible when workers can supplement an
otherwise. starmtion wage with "part-time farming." It is also pIain
that many ikpiustries would be thankful for the government's aid in
escaping froh large urban centers where labor is organized.
Advocates of the decentralization schemes sometimes talk about
curing 48socialteshsness" through the depopulation of congested
slum areas The traasfer of slum dwellers to more pleasant surroundings and better working conditions would, of course, be a desirable
social rndwtdng. But under capitalism this remains a pious wish,
rnotivawby fear of a concentrated proletariat. <'Themodern metropolis," a & q d q to Dr. Gottfried Feder, former Reich Commissioner
,
for I;rad !Wlement, "leads to the accumulation of anti-social ele?
men&, becomes the breeding place of Marxist agitation."
The m-tratim
of the working population in crowded d t y l T !
quarters WtabIy follows upon the development and concentration
of capital& Industry, which must have at hand a large abundance
of labor poms. I i labor becomes "r-,"
organim, s k u g g k , this
is & an ,&growth of mpits3ist conditions, But t a p i t d h csnnd
remove ycb ingrown ''evils" and still remain capitalism. Come-
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quentty, the subsistence farm program remdna d y a plan. For the
pllesent, its functim, like that of the PWA, is to fool the s d farmer
and she-cropper into W n g mmtbg is being done for him.
The kt& report of the Subsistence Ho~estead~
Corporation, indicatea hat at tbe dose of March 1935, d y 6,400 homesteads located
throughout the country were in come of construction, and only
r,rga homesteadets had been accepted by the Corporation up
April 23.
Wmk Reljef and the New HoWdiffg lalogram
Today, after two years of ballyhoo, it is revealed that the PWA
has succeeded in spending only abut $~,oo~,g+po,oooor me third
of its funds for public works, and that the Housing Division bas
expended a still smaller fraction of the money available to it. It is
significant that, in the face of such a record, tbe Admhistratim
c h m to launch its new $~,8oo,oao,oao program. Once again the
nation is beiig deluged with propaganda about the vast mpe and
social promise of the new progr-'(a
final drive to rout the d e p m
sion." Tbh time ~ ~ o , o o o , o winstead
,
of a mere $r5o,cao,ooo, are
"earmttrked" for housing. And Horatio B. Hackett, Director of ihe
Housing Division, announcea that "the entire
has become
'dum conscious' and the rehabilitation or r e m d d dumg has
become miraculously probable."
"Miraculously probabIe"? Tndeedl The Arnerim people are sureIy
not that gullible. They are more likely to ask thmselm why there
is a new program when the old one has mrcely started. And it is
much easier to answer this question now that we understand a few
thin@ about the h v e l t Housing Program of the past two years.
The PWA,we learned, was merely the scenery behh&dich the
serious activities of the Adminiitration, such as asistips the mortgage institutions, went OIL The new program with its m e s for
housing and rural rehabilitation bas preciseIy the same purpase.
The Work Relief program is designed to "take the government out
of relief." In the process, wage scales on the works pjects have
been set so low as to result in the farther reduction d -ages
and
living standards of those still employed. And that, of &#me, foboth employed and unemployed workers to live in m n worse h~
or under more mowded slum conditions in order to be &le to meet

The accelerating drift of workers' families back to the slums is
high-lighted by the testhimy of Edward Corsi, Director of Home
Relief, st an Aldermanic investigation in New York City In May,
1935. Said Mr. Cod:
The Borough of the Bronx has a case bad [familia on rewl of
40,om. In I 2,831 cases, the client on relief ia supplementing his rent dmance. In 2,577 cases, he supplements it by borrowing from friends .and
relatives. In 3,498 ma, he uses the mmey given him for food to pay
bis rent, or the d8erence in the rent. The result is that because we are
on an inadequate rent scklde, we am forcing thousands of peopIe back
into unsanitary living conditions.
Another resulk not mentioned by Mr. C d , is that many
formerly unrenhbh hetrap, slum tenements have taken a new
h e on life (and profit) in the past few years. In 1934, New York
City done, through rent checks, paid a $~O,WO,OOO subsidy to sIum
Iandlords. Tkat is thee times the a m m t s$mt by the PWA iar
k d g in t k entire United States d w k g the same period.
Slum owners, however, are not srttisf~ed.When a series of fatal
fires ( a tragic characteristic of the urban slum) c a d the newsppers to boil with short-lived indignation, the landlords, according
ta the Ney York Times of March 5, 1934,answered in traditional
fashion:
To comply with regulations covering violation in multiple dwellings of
the old type, among which 6 r ~ - b p have
s
taken a toll of fifteen lives in
t b last two weeks, would cost t h e owners upward of $2,oao D grossly
exaggerated estimatd H.J per building, according to Joseph Goldsmith,
President of the Council of Red Estate Associatiom of Greater New
York, who declared these owners th~win no 6nandal psition to undertake su& extensive alterations.
In q&e of the open and continued defiance of the fire laws by
slum mmm, who place money above lives, they are each month
receiving about $3,ooo,ooo in rent checks from the city. Xn tbis way
does the gowmment "rehabilitate the slums."
H m &es the so-c&d
Works Program afect the i&gl

questklo?
Tbe obvims a n s m is that it will have no effect whatsower. The
fact is th& the Administration win build little houshg for workers,
md that, jncludes most professional and whitecollar workers, for

k

have seen that
Rooeveltis~pconceEned~
investments of the
realestate institutions and thsf in dobg &, the g s v e m t has
it& become n tmm~dousred-property interest.
the simple maon thst it d~&G:h

Public uwy a&#
Today it is a fact that at Iemt half of the American people, the
*very section which needs new, adequate housing, tannot pgy enough
in rent to induce the builders, or even the gcxvernment, to supply
Ehe wed. That is to say, the rentals which most workers can afford
are not s u & h t to pay ofE the cost of new housing cmstnrda,
maintmance, ek., and, at the same t h e , provide a profit m the
investment. As far as the construction industry is eoncemed, then,
the fundamental factor in the housing question is profit. The bmkers
and h a u t e witalists who hold the money bags do not deny that
tfie housing eonditim of mast Amerians are b d It simply is not
&table to build new housing for people whom incomes are low
and
Furthermore, as we have seen, the r e d estate market
haa a "surplus" of dwebgs and any amwnt of new constraction
would aggravate this condition.
Into this situation m m e the advoc~tesof Public U&y Housing,
the general objectives of which we have already nated.
Their proposal for d v i n g the housing gue~tionwith the aid of the
government is gru'ning many sdberents whw detailed plans are
numerous and caqlex. h t as umsides the bast kaown om. It
rn formulated by s small group of architects and momists and
was publied in at least two liberal peridhls+na
C)ur authom b i n by pr-thg
us with the majo
of their -am.
They are: ( I ) A saaitary, modem
right of "the entire population." ( a ) Such housing is
of isolated homes, but is to be planned and built in terms of whole
communities with parb, traqmtation syskm~,%hods a d other
services, according to the naost a d d technique. (3) b mder
to do this, it is
to M d on n huge, natim-wW1kde,not
d y for better planning but for economy. This is to k$done with
money dmd by tbe government and at the rate of $$,600,000ywo
per year. (4) Public Utility Housing is to be 'not
the major
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of a policy of long Win economic p W n g . " As such, it will not
d y make up the housing shortage, but also provide so much
employment as to bring on a period of "new leisure." There are
also other items in this plan, such as d i n g for lower land cast,
lower interest rates and Mgha wages.
Mow it is obvioun that, compared with the schemes of the New
Deal, we are dealing hqe with a very p r o w v e , and liberal-minded
plan. Our authors will have nothing to do with mere "demoastra-•
tiom" of slum d e a r m , nor with &ed
"model busing" which
"is pernicious b e c a w it is mislead'ing" and wbich "does not eon&
tbe seeds of s geaeraI program." Furthermore, they insist on high
standard housing and high wages. Surely no one will deny tbat
these are very d e h b l e objectives. But how are they to be attained?
Our planners, being ptactid and &tic
men, put it directly up
to "the go~ernmeat.'~
As the very first and basic condition of their
41concreteprogram? they say:
Before an adequate housing program can be formulated, the government
must make a choice. Does it wish to prop up the fmanciaI values of reai
estate. . in our banhpt dtiwr? Or d m it recognize the physical shortage
of dwellings, which &ts despite the excess of w a n c i a , and L it ready
to throw all its forces behind a gigantic pmgrum of w h recoaatntcth
and cornrnwiiiy $ l a n k g and bsdfdiffg?

.

We have M y seen how the government has chosen. Nevertheless, we will supthat the Administratirm does em&
the
opposite of what it has done; that is to say, that it ''ch~'' to
undertake such a housing program as we have sketched. Of course,
this is a tall, a very U assumption. Our authors make it easily,
h u s e they do not understand the relation between the red estate
interests and government. To them "the government" is a xrt of
free,
agent which heretofore has regarded housing as "an
ineidentaI .artw ( I ) but which, if convinced that "people generally,
and social workers and trade union leaders and consumer groups
in pdicuW' redy want housing, will give it to them. Our analysis
of the PWA Housing Division and the H O E and the RFC and the
FHA, bas demashted that them is a very doe cmmcthn betwem
<'thegw-t',
and the institutions that hold rnwtgages. Focrfke
w e , we m d remember that today the Govof tk U x h d
States isA&elf #he h g s t r~d-esta&&west iu tke cowtry. In faa,
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or

dl practical

we haw observed that the financial Wtutions and "the governmeat" are identical. Consider, f o ~emnpIe., the Reconstruction
Finance Capration and its cbief, Jesw Jones, about whom the
Arckifectwal P m for Mar& 1935, says, "As Ifouston's bqpt
p r m m e r md one of the heaviest inwstors in New York real
estate, Jones well knows the need of putting the real estate market

back on its feet?' Is it not e x d i n g l y naive, nnder these circumstances, to conceive of "the govemnent" as being "wise enough" or
"hld enough" to upset realty value; in other words, as being
wiling to cut its own throat?
"Modem community housing," state the proponents of Public
Utility Housing, "is the c m p k t s ofposite of dmosb #very item in
m m t realfy, banking and b d d t g pmctic~?." Our authors b h g
m b l y intelligent men are aware, of C
O that
~ realty and
banking, as we h o w it, m o t be considered apart from the profit
~ystem.Do they then propase to do away witla profits? Not at
.all. Thy propose merely to pass taws limiting usury and "unreas&able'' profits which they term "unfair!' But do they &at see that as
long as the profit system exists at all, it is both reasonable and fair,
mder the rules of the game, to make as much profit as possible?
The only way to a W & N ~ r ~ n a b l profits
e " is to abolish capitalism. But this our friends are not prepared to do.
The program for "modern community housing" involm numerous
other contradictions, the chief of which is the notion that sodally
uaefd planning is st all possible mder
For q l e
it calls for centraIized, nation-wide planning and
construction at the rate of $~po,ooo,omannu@.
tion is to be done by the government. But since the scheme dbes not
call for the abolition of capitalism and the W h a t i o n of industry,
the building materials and other equipment going into tbe projects
wiIl be supplied by private manufacturers and daha Such a huge,
rapid expenditure on the part of the government would i$nd mater rials and equipment prices sky high. This, in turn, w o u I d ~ r a t e l Y
drive the cost of houshq up with the result that the voltme of
collstruction p r o d u d Would be
;.be impossible to pIan the
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the much 1ambitious " H o r n for
Hems'' campaign after the War mulied, after only two years, in an
iaaease of the cost of a me-fdly .cottage from £350 to £1250.
Perhap our planners,would pass a law tct stop this also. Another
result of the i n d cost of the housing would be increased rents.
Experience has taught us that wages never keep apace with inflated
prices. In such a sitaation "the people gmeraUy'' would be as little
abIe to afford the Lrmoderncommunity bousing" envisioned 'by our
authors, as they were the aLmodeI''homes of the past.
Wky am ow wdheankrg korcfiffg experts not able t o see tkese
8irPrpIe fats? In the first place, bemuse t h y do not understand that
"the governmen1 reflects, only in a very remote manner, the will
and the needs o P b "people generally." The main purpose of q p i a t government is to serve the needs of capitdim, and it so
h p p n s that adequate workers' housing is not one of these needs.
In the second place, because they thhk of good housing either as an
end in itself, or as the -11s t o "a sane and durable environment iu
which gemrations of men and women can for the first time live in a
spacious and humane and orderly life, without a disastrous stamation
in all the pbpical elements that make life worth living." Our authors
may tell ns &at they are housing technicians and, as such, spechhts
who w o i concern t h d v a with these larger aspects of the question. If tbey do, they are either very dculating or totally ~
~
On the other hand, they may say, "Yes, we agree with you that, in
order to obtain good homing for all, it is necesmy to abolish -pitalism and tmwform dl the means of production into social property. But thii is possible d y in the distant future, a future which,
for all practical purposes is quite out of sight. In the meantime, is it
e that we formulate practical, workable plans tomrd
not
that even

In &gland, for example,

deq&ty),,

The answer to this question brings us to the core of the housing
problem. For one thing, we have already seen that the %ahrate
"plans" wbkh our friends formulate while waiting for capitalism to
abolish itself are far from "practid" or "workable," at Ieast in the
interests of d e t y as a whole. But even if, by some miracle, every
one were &tIy
housed under capitalism, we would not, by that
fact dose. have - d v e d the problem of a " ~ c i o u sand orderly life

WifbWltshmtimin~thephy~W

e life worth

T; s e this dearly we mu& first mukmtmd h t the relationsblp
that exists between the twtant and the laadlord or between the
home owner and the w g e company is of only secondary importance. It does not matter whether the teaant is an industrial
worker, a farmer, a small businas man or a shop keeper; the vitd
factor for him is not where or how be li-, but how he make3 his
living. In other words, the factor wbich really decides whether most
of tbe American people have "a life worth living" is not the homes
they live in; but rather their relationship to the capitalists who own
the factories, shops or h in which they work.
It is quite simple to Wustxate this. We have rn that the banks
and mortgage companies are very effectively opposed to the construction of low rental housing. Nevertheh, not dl capitalists are
averse to this idea. Frederick EngeIs, as far back as '1872 mote that,
Epglish industridsts ...had realized that for factory production in the
Mal districts, expenditure on workers' dweliws wsar s ~ ~ c e s s r upari
y
of the total investment of capital, and a very profitable F,bth directly
and indirectly. . .The English factory, mine and foundry &mrs Bad Bad
practical w r i m c e of the pnssure they could exert on strlging workers
if they were at the same time the h d o r d s of these mrI~em.1~

.

Let the American miners and steel workers who live in company
hwses tell us whether what Engels said in 1872 a p p h t&y. From
our analysis, a n we believe that the government of the United S t a b ,
or for that matter, any otber capitalist astministration, would be a

merent landiord?
Many shrewd industrialists have urged and pr
sometimes even relatively good housing, for their workers. ,ousing,
after afI, is no longer mereIy a shelter from the elements; it is also a
consumer of services such as electricity md gas and all the equipment and appliance which go with them. The great utility corporations and the appliance manufacturers would not necemrily object
to curtailing the profits of the mortgage inwdmmt bank& through
# a low rental housing program. Indeed such a program d d doubtM y be a very desirable one to the utility and indushial capfta1ist.s
who, if their workers paid less rent, would thereby k
t &Ie to pay
them less wages. This is precisely what has h a p p d
'
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a housing progf'$a was even p t i @ achieved in tho^ nations
which are held up as mmples, and in our little industrial empires,
the company t o m .

It is plain then that, if am phimas d y have the interests of
the w o r k at heart, they must also consider other questions besides
the mere construcw o
f modern, d h r y dwdbgs. They muat ask
themselves, in the && place, whether their housing scheme, as outr
-&I&, is at all possible under the p-t
system. And secondly, they
must a& what dect an wen pmW r d k t i o n of their proposal under capitalism will have u p wages and rent, and whether the lowermcome group will Feally benefit from such construction.

.

"Dsnt~~~trasM~"
Horcsing
1
Many "solutiaU" for the housing question today are not as broad

in soope nor as romantic as the one we have just studied. Precisely
because these schemes are less visionary they frequently are utilized
by the government and by big business as "demonstrations" of what
a benevolent capitalism will do for its workers. We will cite here only
one example of this kiod of "workers' housing"; the Car1 M d e y
Houses in Philadelphia. This is the recently f i n i d PWA project
promoted by the o&hls of tbe American Federation of H a s k y
Workers, a'fdon of workers in the full-fashioned hosiery industry+
It was tbe declared intention of the sponsors of the project to
make this community of 284 apartments available to the average
union h d r y worker and his family, many of whom, a union survey ,
of x
m nlembm showed, "were paying more rent thaa s e e d
nece858ty" and for whom the "cost of ruDning a home had become
too much." This average union worker earns about $30 per week
when 4e is working. He usually Eves in a small house, the total
monthIp mt of which is about $40 and frequently, two or more
fdies*
together in order to p y thii housing cost, When the
..
develoPm&it was opened in January 1935 with a great amomt of
ballyhao, tbe rents, in spite of the promises, were $10 to $20 higher
'
than eveg the average employed hosiery worker could m b l y afford.
The result js that today 1- than half of the tenants of the Carl
9
W e y Hams are bmiery wprkers, and many of these are &&Is
or a n pay the tent only because several naemblers of
the famil are working. This in the name of Carl MackIey, the
'8
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worker-hero who was shot down In the FMUdphh hosiery strike
in 19301
In view of what bas M
y been said about PWA housing in the
early part of this pmphlet, the r d e r wiU not be surprhd at &e
above'. The Carl Maacldey Houses is desaibed here'in order ta point
out the harmful tegults of a growing tendency on the part of many
labor leaders, and certain housing experts who are close to the labor
movement, to take opportunistic advantage of the current interest
itl w
o
w
t housing. The promotion, on the part of these interested
indi&uals, of such "low-rend'' housing projects, as the Carl
Madley and the various cooperative ventures in New York City,
can wult only in misleading workers into believing that they are
actually going to be decently housed through these schemes, or
worse yetj that through the building of "model" developments they
are making a step toward better conditions of life, It is sigdicant
of the opportunism of these l a b leaders and th& wihgnes% to
daborate with tbe bankers and industrialists, that their utopian
s c h w avoid any real and effective struggle to better the existing
housing conditions of the workers. Instead of fi&ting for lower
rents and interest rates, and for better sanitation and tq% dimhation
of -trap
conditions, these leaders are content to M the rising
proMt of the slum dweller and the d i s t r d homeowner into the
safe &amel of 4'model"housing. In this they are ably assisted by
the Housing Division of the PWA, by numerous d workers,
liberals and housing earperts. Of course, some of these e d people
are not aware of the fact that the result of dl this ballyhoo is to
conceal the anti-laba activities of the government a d , more imprtantly, to becloud the real issue; namely, that in order to clear
the dums and win decent housing for all it is necessary &-ate
capitdim, which produced and reproduces the social evils we face
on all sida.

'

The more liberal reformers and experts are fond- of saying,
"Europe did it-why can't we?" It was the fashion, for-example,
before Hitler and fascism came to thee countrk, to ref& to tbem
as dining
of how to solve the housing question. The
famed Karl Marx Apartments in Vienna were last year riddled by
shells and the housing societies and the municipal -mts
of

.
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The point to be e m p M , however, is that even in &e heyclay of
their glory, these "examgik" w m far dmrt gf
t t professional
housing reformers made them out b h.
It is true that S & - m ~ Gemmy built perhaps three
million dwellings bet
1919and the present; it is dso true, and
our liberals seldom
us thisJ that the great majority of w o r k
benefited very little h d this activity. In spite of the usual
promises and the lam 'limiting" profitsJthe rents were too higb for
the lower income groups. And contrary to popular imprwion, d y
10%of this housing was constructed by public bodies. Tbe balance
consisted of dwellings promoted by building sdeties and by private
speculators who received liberd subsidies from the government in
the form of generow m a t g a g s at low inter&. As result of the
speculative boom, iaithted by Socialists in the name of workerss
housing, tents rose to a p i n t where new apartments stood vacant for
lack of teaants with ability to pay.
This condition of producing homes without regard for the renttireports Dr. Fkisctimann, ex-Berlin housing 06cial~oIlapsedin rqzg. As

%
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one apartment after another was left unoccupied and bankrupt, it was
foreclosed by
holders of the first modgages-private capital. Thus all
the public d t a l which had been invtsted was lost and its intended
benests absodxd by private enterprise.

In 1933 the Nazis fmkhed the job.
One would naturally suppose that the Social-Democratic experts
would today begin to suspct that a change, more sweeping than
patchwork reformism, was -tial
to a real program. Not at dl.
A number of &mi@ Germern housing experts are even now in the
United States attempting to promote similar "experiments" here.
But we lqve already seen from our analysis of the native vaxiety
wbat su&&emeg amount to.
From the point of view of workers and also* many small shop
keepers and professionals, the Social-Demmatic housing of Germapy
and Austria gave tbem wry little. True, tbe great muukipd housing
projects in V b , F r u o r t and the otber cities did manage to
provide bigher standard d&@
for the better paid workers and
But by helping to create a sort of * ' W o c r a q
schemes were material factors in weakening

.
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the workers' front a@mt fascism. It m &o
Bauer, leading
Viennese ! 3 d a h t , who a r e after the war &t a housing program
would serve to e a s ~'
'
r ed
s t l m ' ' and dissuade the workers
from doing anything rash like deciding to run the government them-

selve; in other words, dissuading them from doing the one thing

. which could give them decent homes. It was Bauer, also, who urged

the objecting taxpayers and indushhbts to agree to these con- . d o m on the ground that they would improve business. The low
wages which followed the slightly r e d u d tents in Vienna, did
indeed help to accomplish this to some d
e
w
Scandinavian cities are often brought fotward as examples of what
progressive government can do in the way of hwihg. S t d h o h , m
particular, has been receiving a goad deal of praise and attention in
this respect. As recently as May 19,1935, the New York T h e s

caxried a feature article entitled "Stockholm Plaa Urged for Model
Housing Here." Little need be said of this "plan" except that since
the city of Stockholm, although m m M y Sodalist, d u c t s its
business on strictly capitalist lines, only the better paid worker and
municipd employees were selected as g d enough Lrrisks.lp
And, with

>

rising costs and unemployment, many of these me unable today to
meet the paymepts ao their homes. It is a mmm sight on the
outskirts of Stoeltlrolm to see the "TiU W' (For Sale) signs on
these little M i g s . Furthermore, it is not generdy known that
m ~ s of
t these "suburban cottages'' c&t
only of a Siving room, a h
used for sleeping, a kitchen and a bath. S h e 1930, 92% of the
d w e l l i i built for "the poor" in that city are of thb lowstandard
type. So much for the Stockholm plan.

The English Rzam*
England, it seem, is enjoying a building boom.
L u n d o n . 4 h o s t every road leading cut of h d o n one passes long

.

rows of how=. . . .AU the trappings of a buddhg boom arc there.. .If
tbe new houses were sturdily built, there might be less harm in such a
nation-wide wave of instdlment buying. But evidence acamuIates tbat
the bulk of the new houses are ugly and M y planned and a
t thowands
of them are being built of shoddy material.
Even more disturbing is the greed of spmdatots who have huddled
new houses togetlm on the least -We
amount of land . .
In short, En&nd is repeating m y of the worst ~~ made in
the United States during the years of um~traincdindivl&Qm before

.
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1929. She may some.day regret her owe bodding boom, even though, it
keeps 4a5,ooo men busy in cmsttuetld bad- today and has increased
the profits of a d k y inhtries by 87% in the past year.i*

We have already referred to the "Homefw-Her-" campaign
which was initiated after the war. Between 1919and March 3 5
rg34, there were mnshcted in England and WaIes x,160,294
"assisted" dwellings (that is, more or less subsidized by the government) in the name of low-rental housing and slum clearance.
mating on this figure, the Detroit City Plan Commission says:
Although many authorities in England contend that houses should be
lerected for the 1 o w - w earners to rent at 5s. to 7s. 6d. per o w t m d ,
very ~I?Wstructurwi of h t kind have been provided The "uneconomic"
tenant is still forced to live in the slums &use
most of the buildings
~oastmctedin W are averaging 5s. per week psr room which is not
very far from the $6 per permom per month which we are trying to attain
in this country. It must be admittsd that dl efforts h e f d e d bo &Re
core of f lowhcom gmnp.20
The latest hmdng law in England is designed to "sdve'* the
housing question and put an end to the slums. Of course it won't,
any more than such legislation has in tbe past. But even "liberal"
govemments find it periodically necessary to renew election promises
in order
convince their constituents that they are on the job.
It is a sigdbnt fact, however, that in those few instances where
slums have been cleared, it turns out that a great harm has ha
done to the unfortunate workers who were moved to the new "madel"
housing developments. A report 21. was recently made by Dr. C. G.M.
McGonigle, the W e d i d Officer of Health of Stockton, where a dum
clearance project had actually Geen carried out. To the surprise of
this & i he found that the infant m d t y rate and the g e d
W t h qf the workers who had been transferred Imam much worse
in W
i new chodel"environment than they had been in the slums,
of fact there was nothing surprising about this at all.
As r
The workers who had paid 5 shillings a week for their slum dwellings
had t~ pay xo s h i h g s a week for the new "demonstration" apartments. "Cuusequently," condudes Dr. McWgle, "there was less
mpmy to
for food" and the "rehetbilibted" families m e
wen less n c p b h d than before. Here we have a striking example
of the h@tt better housing is not the cure which reformers daIm
it is.
wo~kershave long maintained that sucb socirll evb as
29
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quency, are a direct mdt of the slum. Ceffaia housing experts, not
wishing to go that far, have also been neatly avoiding the hue by
&erring to these evils as L'corollafies'' of the durn. Neither is true,
as the Stmkton urse clearly shows, becam tbe red factor Is poverty;

-

. and that, of course, meam q i w .

The philanthropists and professional refomers may talk their
Beads os about better housing and slum deatance. &asionally
some foul-smelling hovels are cleared out, as in the case recently of
Knickerbocker
a high renM "slum clearance" project m
New York City, which replaced the notorioue East Side '2ung
Block." In the process, it was shown that the former occupants
simply moved into adjoining slums. Engels points out that:
The infamous holes rand cellars in which the fapitalist mode of production coafines our workers night after night, are not abolished; they
are merely shifted elsewhere! The same economic n&ty
which produced them in the first place, produces them in the n&t place also. As
as the capitaIist made of production, con ti nu^ to d s t , it k f d y to
hope for an isolated solution of the homing question or of any other
sodd question aEecthg the fate of the workers. The 4 % lies
~in the
abolition of the capitalist mode of production and the a w t i o n of all
the means of fife and labour by the working c h itself .*a

The final housing panacea which we shall study in this pamphlet
is known variously as "pre-fabricated housing," "mass-produced
housing," "factory-made housing," etc. In the limitless potentialities
of -production
metbods, the more romantic epgineers saw t8e
answer not only to the housing q n ~ t i o nbut to other

.

also*
ThIs trouMe48ving solution of the world's problems, by meam
of machine power and production me&&,
is typical of the "Technaracy" bubbles with w h i i engineers have been toying. Thae
bubbles have been punctured one-byae by the reality of the billions of doUars Invested in precisely t h e antiquated buWhg8 and
plant equipment, in tsxes and martand in the specdative
d u e of land which om enghma hoped to
We know that decent workem' housing L both -n
and technically possible in the United States t*.
But we

r
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such housing hinge- an a complete social and economic solution. In
the same way, the mass produd housing envisioned by our engineer~is dependent upon a stabIe, m a s purclwimg power. That is
to say, the eE&mcies and economies of the mass production of good
housing depend on great masses of s t d y employed workers being
abIe to pay for them. And that is tmctly what we m is impossible
under capitdim.

HoKPing for N s p m
The question of housing for Negro%presents a number of @s
problems. B e ~ ~ u d
s es vicious and deep-rooted system of dkriminatiw and Jim-Crowism, the Negro worker is even more exploitd
and more wretchedly housed than his white brother. The miserable
shacks in which Wegro share-croppers and workem live in the South
are familiar to evmyone. In the North, conditions, even in the big
cities like Philadelphia and New Yotk, are no better. Tn Harlem,
for example, recent investigations revealed shockingly law stand&
and a degree of overcrowding which is scarcely Mevable. In some
sections the d d t y per acre is over 600 as compared with a city
average of 266 persons per acre. Tbis is due not only to segregation,
but afso to the necessity for the "doubling-up'' of families in order
to pay the rent. The survey also discloses that rents run, in many
cases, "to 40% of the average income," which means that many
familiesare paying more than half their income for rent. Reformers,
both white and colored, have tried to whitewash these facts by promoting a few Jim-Cmw aparbmt houses such as the Dunbar Apartments in Harkm. As usual, high rentals restrict the occupancy to
) h e "upper-crust"-the shopkeepers, the professions and the clergy.
A complete solution of the housing question as well as the other
special p t o W affecting the Negro, must wait for a more enIigbtened
and economic system than we have taday. In the
meantime, however, the Negro worker, with the help of organized
white lalabor, can win better housing conditions at the pr-t
time
jn the same manner that better working conditiom are being achieved
through the unity of black and white workers.

-

Housing in the U.SS.R.
Jn sharp h t r a s t to the hollawness and contradictions involved
in the h o e "dutions" we have thus far fmmhed, is the q r l -
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ence of the Soviet Union,The October R e v o h h eliminated at me
stroke, the main factors which cause inadequate and sub-standard
; workers' housing, and which operate in capitalist countries to p m
vent this condition from being changed. When the BoWevh took
power in 1917, they abolished the private ownership of hmhg,
with the result that workem had amas to all the houses there were.
They abolished the private ownedip of the means of production so
that not only were workers saved from robbery by the landlord but
h m exploitation by the employer. The establishment of the Union
of Sociarlist Soviet Republics made possible, for the first time in the
world, a sweeping demolition of slums, and n comprehensive replanning of existing cities.
This is not to s y that the U.S.S.R. bas already achieved the millennium in housing. In 1917,the BoIsheviks inherited the worst
W b l e housing conditions, not only in the vilIages, but in the
town^ and cities. Add to this the ravages of long pears of civil war,
the armed intervention and destruction by foreign powers, and the
almost total -tion
of building for about ten years and you bave a
p&X picture of what the young Soviet State bad to cope with.
In spite of these tremendous handicaps, a great dkl was accomplished. From 19x7 to 1928 about xoo,ooo,ooo square feet of howh g had been coastructed. But in the Fir& Five Ycm Plan (19281933) over 3oo,oooJo60square feet was produd. The Second Five
.
Year Plrln calIs for double &at, or 6 4 0 , 0 0 0 , ~ ~square
1
feet, and already it is evident that this quota w i i be more than fulflM. Moreover, Swiet housing and city p m i g are comeid entirely in
relation to their vdue to the rnof people. Swiet desigoers never
think: of housing without also considering it in terms dbannmunity
life, of nurseries, of playgrounds, of dwIs and workers' clubs.
There is no profit in the Swiet Union and so the architects are free
to design in the most progressive manner. There is no private ownership and so it is possible to bave a central plan, a f i e Year Plan,
uuder which housing ideals, which are mere dremm in our country, are w r i e d forward to xedity.
One of the fmt steps taken by the Central Committee of the
., - Communist Party was the redistribution of the existing housing
space. While entire w o r k families lived in a single mom or h o d ,
the Czarist aristocraq and the busiaess men and rn-s
enjoyed
'
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lag@apartments and great private tawn houses and palaces. A more
equitable disttibutim of tbe available space was the h t undertaking
in the m e t housing program.
We may take MOBCOW
an an example of what Soviet engineers and
architects were able to do. A key plan of the city was drawn with
all the desired c b q p i n h t d - a new street here, a park there,
an entire community with factories, homes, schools, transit systemseverything was set d o m on the plan. Those buildings, especially the
worst slums, w k h w w e in the way of the plan, were cleared outno landowners to impede the process by holding out for h i prices.
Those buildings which were not in the way were retained and repaired. As any tourist will testify, Mostow is alive with activity,
with new construdh, with slum clearance, housing, subways. The
same is true dl
the Soviet Union. AU existing cities and towns,
wbicb have an economic and social value, are being re-planned and
re-built.
From the viewpoint of housing, however, the most significant
contribution of the Soviet system is the p-hg
of the completely
new industrial -und&
of them. Consider the as of
Makayevka, a new city in the Donbas c d baain. First a plan was
made showiqg the natural r w u m of the region; then a study of
the weather conditions and the drainage of the hnd to determine
the best place for the mines, the factories and the homes and parks;
then hiihwayx and railroads. Finally the plan of construction was
drawn up for a ten year period. So many workers the first year, so
many houses, so many parks, so m y bus lines. So many for the
second year and the third and so on. Everything planned, nothing
left to chance, to speculators, to profit.
A dishguiding fmture of M e t housing is its high standards.
By that is meant not only bathrooms and tefrigwators. Americans,
who have the price, enjoy better kitchens and bathmom fadlit24
than the average Soviet worker. By standards we mean many other
things; for -re,
the nurseries where infants are cared for while
mothers go to dd or to work or to the theatre, and the kimdergartens, the mmmdty centers, the social and dtural enviromnent.
And most important, we mean the standard of security. The Soviet
worker is not iu anstant danger of eviction because he hasn't tbe
rmt; or p Inter& payment. Rents in the Soviet Union are b a d

.

less for the same
-My
on income; if you earn lea
dwelling. Furthermore, tents are never more than 10% of income
and offer a striking comparison with mts in the slums of eapitalist c i a wbich &y
are 2 0 to 25% of the income, and even
higher. Soviet housing is part of the sociaI buranw system, so that
the worker who is ill ox injured, or too old does not lose h
i
s home.
Another excellent feature is the administration of tbis houshg by
tenant committees. To us, in the United Sta-, the experience of
the Soviet Union serves not only as an -1e
of wbat bas been
achieved there but, more pi@mtly, wbat it will be p h b l e to
achieve in our own industrially superior country when the workers
are in control.
SwmdARy

Let us review briefly the main aspects of our discu~ionof the
hausing question.
( I ) The recent government surveys show that mmt workers and
farmers and great numbers of small home ownem live in whtandard
housing. The current interest in the question is aignifrcant becam
it coincide3 with the present crisii of capitalism, with unemployment
and a growing unrest on the part of the workers.
( 2 ) The Administration, for two years, bas made daborate promises to clear slums and construct new, low-rental housing as s "means
to recovery!' These promises were not carried out and served d y
. to spread the illusion of social accomplishment while the government
gave billions to the banks and mortgage companies &d r a i d the
profits of big business, all at the expense of the theriving conditions of
the workers and farmers.
Very effective in spreading this illusion of accm-t
are the
occasional minor differen- w h i President R d t
with the
organid manufacturers, the bankers or wen the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. But in all such asses, it is a matter of
method and not of principle which k involved.
Resident, as we
have seen, works in the general interest d the Mmtridista and
bankers, but some of them want wen more action from bim. IRoosevelt, the shrewd politician, however, prefers to mume the role of
, ''friend of the forgotten man."
(3) The 4Lliberal"
solutions to the housing.question,facludhg the
European emmples, are equally misleading. The lhdmd

-- I

have us Wve that it is W b l e to attain a
comprehensive and adequate housing without a fundamental alteration of society. But it is impwtant to note that these r e f m programs are brought forward In increasing numbers precisely at a
time when the capitalist system is in its greatest crisis and is daily
proving itself inimiEal#toa r d housing program.
(4) We see then &at a housing program m m o t be an end in
itself. Moreover, it cannot be the "means" to the end of a better
life for workers and farmers. Our d y s i s leads us to the conclusion,
that even if better housing for workers were pmible of achievemat
under capitalism, it would not hasically affect their general living
conditions, their health, and their general security, because it would
nat change their a t u s as exploited workers.
(5) Therefore, the only solution of the housing qwtion, as well
as all other social and mnomic questions, which would benefit the
maof people is the appropriation of a11 the social means of life
and labor by the workers themsdves.
the reformers wodd

What Is to Be Dune?
At this point, the question is naturally asked, "If decent homing
for an d q d s m the ahlition of capitalkn9must those of us who
are interested in this question wait until that happens? Is there not
wmething to be done in the meantime?''
Of course there is. In the first place, we know that despite the
reformers, capitalism will not abolish itself. It mi be necessary fw
the workers and poor farmers themselves t o take over the means of
production. But in order to do that they must become strong
through trade union and other forms of organimtion, and through
the daily struggle to defend their living standards and their rights
& human Mqs, Thus every advance of the workers is also a step
toward better housing. All those who sincerely desire better housing
for the masses of people must identify themselves through action
with the I a b movement. They must join the campaign for an adequate system of social insurance and they must help to build r
labor party dedicated to these ends.
Our analysis has expcwed tbe f d b of "planning'r under -pitdkm We would be guilty of the same shopworn utopianism, or
even of a,*
of radical opportunism, were we to attempt to formu-

,
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sort of compreh&ve program for wi&ersl housing at the
late
presed~ttne-eIt is likewise impossible to h w up the precise plans
and m a t i o m of what such a program would loolr l i e after capit d h is e b b t e d . In this cmmction, we have done a great deal
when we rewal the inadequacies and the inequalities of the present
system and the mbilities of the future Wurkexs' State. We should
be satSed to outline these possibilities in terms of tbe existing
productive force of the country which wen t h y are sufficient to
supply everybody with a more adequate tivingI induding decent
can
hc&&~~,
and to indicate the conditions under wh
be set free.
Immdkte Steps
bdost of the housing programs we have considered, the PWA plan,
the liberal schemes and the others, all daim that one of the main,
if not the main, objectives of their program is better housing for
the lower income group. Yet our analysis demonstrates that the
very nature of these programs is such that the new housing they
sponsor will not achieve tbe stated objective. It is extremely si@w t that, without exception, &we W e d better housing schema
avoid certain very direct and simple metbods w M would at least
partially improve the housing conditions of the people they prof=
to wish to aid. These methods have the virtue of being immediate
and really practicable; they would help the housing Conditions of
the masses rigkd W .

~
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( I ) The first practical activity
the orgarpisation oj tena~rts
and destitute k m e oecmers on a potecthe b&.
Campaigns
could be conducted for the elimination of some of the wwst evils
of the slums, such as fire h d s , lack of adequate mnhtim, lack
of park and playgrounds and so on. In the larger urban mters and
even in suburban and rural communities, tenants and home owners,
if sukiently organid, locally, a d d win a more secure tenure of
their homes. They could prevent evictions, and force W o r d s a d

mortgagees to recognize g r i e m a committees, and grant aorabrinms
and reductions in connection with rent and intwest payments. Such
activities haw excellent precedent in the successful struggles of
- united action commit^ to prevent the eviction of s W e n farmers
and in the growing number of urban rent s t d m in m
t against
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high w,evictions4itladequate
face of the strang possibility that
dose against destitute home omem aa a large scale it is
impatan= tbat they be organid h militant protective
( a ) Another immediate and useful activity would
significant cooperation of technical workers, in (a) tke
Wting Among s t a d d s md the & f i g
oj
(space, Iight, air, &.) in accordme with ow present
p r o p d v e hygiene and mrutmaio. technique, and
a&&
of a# t h av&bh s e e d a b b e lor
to w&b it is b&g@t.Thiswoddsewe to showverychwlyhow
rmeqdy this space b distrib
It c d d also swrve p a basis for the
ar vacant space be Mto house
em from the relief rolls who
the worst p s i b l e quarters.
(3) Since the slum dwellem and small home owraers are largely
workers or fmtws, these direct activities for better housing conditiow will inevitably liag h d v e s up with the broader struggfes
conditions in g e n d . Rowing d d s , kinding
demands
for
jw
red J&,
cam b e c m MnRp is tke p.ograorrs
of lwd bbw B e s jor #&kd o j k e and can be integrated
w i t h the adms of organhtions of construction t ~ ~ h n i c hand
a
workers in the W d i n g trada.
(4) Above all, a campaign m be wagd to establish h o w h g ap
a @rt sf state a d jedwd so&
krsrrrame, st, that tenure will be
secure in the event of unemployment,
or old age.

TL

of a ~~ Huuskrg Program
The above are the immediate s t e p which a n win a m&ure of
W i & s

housing decencgr for workers at the present time. We might condude
this pmphIet with s few thoughts concerning what naive technicians
4 1 the "long time pmgrm." We have seen how in Europe, a number of c
a
p
i initfated
~ m
~ e d workersphcdug p r q p m
out of fear of tbe q p n h d working class. These schemes, particularly in Germany, A d and &gland, invariably set d qxdative
buiIding bo&'
whieh gave large profits to bakers and mate
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far the average w a r h and sewed atso to do him harm in a number
of 0 t h ways. In order that this may not easily happen in the
United States, and in order that new housing shall really be "low
rend" and not n delusion and a mare, it is important that we use
the undefttandhg resultiag from our study of the housing question,
to formulate a number of terms or conditians under which a program
of wnstruction may be a m i d out.
( I ) In the first place, to insure control and avoid speculation, it
Js essential that tbe entire program should be in the form of high
standard public works. Tbis ineludes the financing, the land involved
in the projects, the manufacturing of the building materials and
equipment, and the construction of the housing i t d f .
(2) All waggs p i d in connection with this program should be at
Full union rates.
(3) In order to insure tenure, rentals ahodd be baed on ability
to pay, rather than on the cast of eonshxtia, bat in no mse more
than one-fifth of income. T m t s who become dknpbyed should
bve to pay no rent during the period of unemplayment, u d a they
are receivingunemplopment fnsmce.
(4) Of cothe best m y to guarantee aecmq is to make
housing a part of a real a i a l i n s m e program.
(5) The a t of such housing shall be made a general charge
upon industry and gwernment, without contr£bUtrmby workers or
farmers directly or indirectly (e.g. through salea tareail, and without
intaxes on smll home owners. S&t
frmds wn be raised
through inmead taxation of corporation l a c m y the higher incomes
of ofdividuds, inheritances and gifts and other available mums
(6) F M y y in order to e l i t e the usual form of p m t day
corruption, the determination of ~tanddsand the admhistratim of
the finished h o w must be endrely in the hands of c d t t e ~
eIectea by the tenants.
These conditions wiIl obviously not be won by t'putting it up to
the government!' Better housing will be a c h i e d in the same
manner that workers have made other gains, and that is by organiand fighting for them.
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9. New Yo* 2 % ~ , Mnrch 6, 1934.
10. George Dumo in New York Post, December 4, 1934.
11. W & T & ~ ~ I C , February rr, 1935.
i n . New York T h ,August 5, 1934.
13. Arckitectsrrof F-,
November, 1934.
14. Receutly the Rmmstruction Finance Cotporntion, which h u dways been at the d c e of the needy M d s l institutions also entered
the business of insuring mortgage lenders against lw, The RFC, iacidentally, not only dates back to tbe Hoover Admiaistratim, but stiU
retains Jcse Jon- as its chief.
15. Arcbitecturol Rscwd, Adarch, 1935.
r6. The Nation, A p d 13, 1934;N ~ bof i b k , mad^ 7, 1934. Quotation~which follow m taken from one or tbe othcr of these petid&.
17. T h Housing Qwscion, by Frederick Ends.
18. One of the sewn mentioned in the 8nalysis of PWA limited dividends projects.
3 r19. New Yark T-,
O e t ~ 14,
h 1934.
ao. T ~ PB W , Nwembef I, 1934.
1 1 . ThiS report was in the form of a paper read at a meeting of tbe
British Society of Mediche, F h r y 24, 1933, by Dr. C. G. W MeMedical
of Health of S t d t o n + ~ - T ~'~ .
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